Replace your Propane & CO alarms that are over 5 years old!

Pro Dual CO/Propane Alarm with Valve Control Kit

Have a safe trip!

**70 Series Dual Alarms with Valve Control:**

Kit contains 70-742 CO/LP alarm with built in relay to control solenoid valve. Sounds alarm and turns your gas supply off when a Propane leak is detected.

**Double-Duty Alarm.** Detects both gas leaks and CO gas simultaneously. Also detects Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) / Methane.

**Durable.** Built for the extreme RV environment.

**Advanced Technology.** Both sensors remain active during an alarm.

Low Current Draw. 1.6 Amps with solenoid valve.

**Reliable.** 12 Volt power means no missing or dead batteries to replace.

**Approved.** Meets RVIA/NFPA requirements.

Listed to UL 1484 RV and UL 2034 RV.

70-742-R-Kit Flush Mount Models:
- 70-742-R-WT-KIT (White)
- 70-742-R-BR-KIT (Brown)
- 70-742-R-BL-KIT (Black)

Made in USA